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Overview
Discuss how advocacy groups including cureCADASIL and members 
of the GenomeConnect team from Geisinger are working to enable 
patients to broadly share de-identified genetic and health data
◦ Overview of genetics and rare disease
◦ ClinGen and GenomeConnect
◦ cureCADASIL
◦ Patient Data Sharing Program

Presenter
Presentation Notes
JSToday, we are going to discuss advocacy groups like cureCADASIL, represented by Sandra, and our group at GEisinger are working together to enable patients to share data. To that end, we will provide an overview of genetics and rare disease, I will discuss my work with ClinGen and ClinGen’s patient registry since it has informed our work, Sandra will speak about cureCADASIL and their CADASIL Family Registry and together we will review how we have partnered to enable patients in cureCADASIL to share data through the Patient Data Sharing Program. 



Genetics and Rare 
Disease

Presenter
Presentation Notes
JSSo first, a bit of background on genetics and rare disease. 



Cell

Gene

DNA

DNA Sequence

Our DNA provides instructions 
for the human body. 

Changes in our DNA can cause 
medical concerns. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
JSEach one of us sitting here has more than a trillion cells that make up our bodies. In each of those cells, are our genes that provide all of the instructions for our bodies and how they work. We each have approximately, 20,000 genes, that we inherit from our mother and father, that that help our bodies grow and develop.  Each gene has a specific job to do. Some genes determine our eye and hair color, others help our heart grow and form, some are important for our brain development or the blood flow to our brains.Genes are made up of DNA. DNA (or deoxy ribose nucleic acid) spells out the instructions in genes using the letters A, T, G, and C. The number and sequence of those four letters makes us human and makes us different from one another. Changes in our DNA sequence can also cause health conditions.  



CADASIL - Cerebral Autosomal Dominant Arteriopathy 
with Subcortical Infarcts and Leukoencephalopathy

o Caused by a genetic variant that affects the NOTCH3 gene. Changes in 
the NOTCH3 gene impact the muscle around the small blood vessels in 
the brain. 

o CADASIL is associated with: 
o Stroke
o Migraine with aura
o Dementia
o Changes in mood 
o Leukoencephalopathy or a change in the brain tissue that can be see 

on MRI

o Affects 2-4/100,000 people 

NOTCH3 
Gene

Presenter
Presentation Notes
JSOne example of a genetic condition is CADASIL or Cerebral Autosomal Dominant Arteriopathy with Subcortical Infarcts and Leukoencepahlopathy. CADASIL is caused by a genetic variant that affects one copy of a person’s NOTCH3 gene. Changes in the NOTCH 3 gene impact the muscle around the small blood vessels in the brain and cause this muscle to deteriorate over time. As the muscle around those blood vessels deteriorates, this can cause stroke, migraine with aura, cognitive decline and dementia, changes in mood, and differences on brain MRI called  leukoencephalopathy. Based on our current knowledge of CADASIL, it is thought to affect 2-4 out of every 100,000 people. 



Genetic testing technology 
has increased our ability to 

detect genetic changes 
(variants).

We still have a lot to learn 
about the relationship 
between genetics and 

health.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
JSSince the Human Genome Project, our ability to detect and diagnose genetic conditions has increased at a rapid pace. Although we are getting better and better at detecting genetic changes, we still have a great deal to learn about gene, genetic variants, and genetic conditions. 



ClinGen and 
GenomeConnect

Presenter
Presentation Notes
JSThe Clinical Genome Resource, or ClinGen is one group that is working to answer questions about genes, genetic variants, and health. 



ClinGen is one project working to increase understanding of genetics 
and genetic conditions. 

ClinGen is a National Institutes of Health (NIH)-funded research 
project that is working to better understand the relationship 

between genes, genetic variants, and health.

To learn more about ClinGen:  https://www.clinicalgenome.org/

ClinGen relies on
public data sharing

Presenter
Presentation Notes
JSClinGen is a project funded by the National  Institutes of Health that aims to understand what genes are associated with disease, what genetic changes in those genes causes disease, and how is that information actionable. Ultimately, by answering these questions, ClinGen hopesand its ultimate goal is to create a genomic resource for clinicians, researchers, and laboratories to improve patient care. All of ClinGen’s work relies on public data sharing of both genetic and health information. 

https://www.clinicalgenome.org/


ClinGen Expert Panels
Cardiovascular
o Brugada Syndrome Gene Curation 
o Cardiovascular Dilated Cardiomyopathy 
o Cardiovascular Familial Hypercholesterolemia Variant 

Curation Cardiovascular KCNQ1 Variant Curation
o Cardiovascular LQTS Gene Curation 
o Familial Thoracic Aortic Aneurysm and Dissection Gene 

Curation 
o Hypertrophic Cardiomyopathy Gene Curation
o Inherited Cardiomyopathy Variant Curation
Hearing Loss
o Hearing Loss Gene Curation
o Hearing Loss Variant Curation
Inborn Errors of Metabolism
o Aminoacidopathy Gene Curation
o Fatty Acid Oxidation Gene Curation 
o Mitochondrial Disease Gene Curation 
o Mitochondrial Disease Variant Curation
o Monogenic Diabetes Variant Curation 
o PAH Variant Curation 
o Storage Diseases Variant Curation

Hereditary Cancer
o Breast and Ovarian Cancer Gene Curation 
o CDH1 Variant Curation 
o Colon Cancer and Polyposis Gene Curation
o Hereditary Breast Ovarian and Pancreatic Cancer Variant Curation 
o Hereditary Cancer Gene Curation 
o Myeloid Malignancy Variant Curation 
o PTEN Variant Curation 
o Somatic/Germline Variant Curation 
o TP53 Variant Curation 
o VHL Variant Curation
Neurodevelopmental Disorders
o Autism and Intellectual Disability Gene Curation 
o Brain Malformations Variant Curation
o Epilepsy Gene Curation 
o Rett Angelman Variant Curation
RASopathy
o RASopathy Gene Curation
o RASopathy Variant Curation
Hemostasis/Thrombosis 
o Coagulation Factor Deficiency 
o Platelet Disorders

Presenter
Presentation Notes
JSClinGen has a number of expert groups representing a variety of disease areas and are working to understand genetic causes of those conditions. ClinGen is continuing to work to expand conditions of focus and disease areas.  



Laboratories Clinicians

Patients & Patient Groups 

Publicly available 
databases

Healthcare providers, researchers, and genetic 
testing laboratories use these databases to 

learn more about genetics and health. 

Sharing data with public databases helps experts learn more 
about the genetic basis of disease! 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
JSGenetic testing laboratories, clinicians, researchers, and even patients can share genetic and health information to inform our understanding of genetic conditions. Many genetic testing laboratories and some clinicians have recognized how valuable data sharing is and have been contributing de-identified genetic and health information to publicly available databases for some time now. And today, we will be discussing some specific efforts to engage patients in ClinGen experts use the information in these databases to learn more about genetic changes and build a genomics resource. Healthcare providers, researchers, and genetic testing laboratories may also use this information to inform their work. 



GenomeConnect – ClinGen Patient Registry 

Upload 
genetic test 

report(s)

Open to anyone 
who has had 

genetic testing

Sign-up and 
Consent Online

Provide 
health history 
via survey(s)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
JSAs I mentioned, laboratories, researchers, and clinicians have been sharing genomic and health data for some time, but patients can also serve as an important source of additional information. Patients are often experts about their own health history and can provide much more detail about their symptoms over time, diagnoses, and health. Access to this additional health information could help increase our understanding of genes and genetic variants. In 2015, the ClinGen team launched a patient registry called GenomeConnect to empower patients to share their deidentified genetic and health information with publicly available databases. GenomeConnect  is open to anyone who has had genetic testing regardless of results or diagnosis so it is not gene or disease specific.  Participants enroll online, provide their health history through a patient survey that is akin to a review of systems. Additional surveys may be assigned based on their initial responses. For example, if a participant notes a history of a cardiomyopathy on their initial survey, a second survey will be assigned to collect data about the type of cardiomyopathy, treatments, and other risk factors such as chemotherapy. Finally, participants upload a copy of their genetic testing report so that our genetic counseling team can collect information about any genetic variants that were found and collect data in a way that can be submitted to Clinvar. 



N=731

Data as of 11/2018

Patients serve as an important 
source of:
• Novel genetic information 
• Additional details to inform our 

understanding of the genetics of 
health 

GenomeConnect – ClinGen Patient Registry 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
JSAs of November, we had submitted 731 genetic variants to a publicly available database called ClinVar. We just completed another submission that will take us over 1000 unique variants, but I will be presenting data from this last year. Of the 731 variants almost 48% did not have an existing record in ClinVar meaning that they have not been submitted by a genetic testing lab, healthcare provider, or researcher before. This means that these variants are therefore, likely previously unreported in publicly available databases. This illustrates that patients are an important source of genetic information. For the remaining 52% of variants that did have a record in the database, the submission from the patient provided additional health or family history information. Additional health data or information about whether a variant was inherited from a parent can be incredibly helpful in better understanding that gene, variant, and disease. 



• A number of gene and condition specific 
registries exist and advocacy groups 
continue to establish new registries.

• Registries are and will be collecting 
valuable data that is may not be publicly 
shared.

Patient Registries

Presenter
Presentation Notes
JSGenomeConnect is one of many patient registries. There are hundreds of other gene and condition specific registries that have been collecting valuable data. In many cases that data may not be shared publicly. 



Given the GenomeConnect team’s 
experience, we wanted to begin a pilot 

to work with external registries and 
advocacy organizations to give more 

patients the option to share data.

Patient Data Sharing Program

Presenter
Presentation Notes
JSGiven GenomeConnect’s experience with patient data sharing, we recognized that  patient can serve as an important source of genetic and phenotypic information to inform our genomic medicine. As a result, we wanted to begin a pilot program to begin working with other registries and patient groups to help them enable their participants to share their genetic and health data. We began reaching out to external groups on the same registry platform as GenomeConnect to pilot this process. We started with groups that aligned with our expert panels. Eventually, however, the team that manages the registry platform that GenomeConnect is on put us in touch with Sandra and her team at cureCADASIL. Although we do not have an expert panel devoted to CADASIL at this time, we were interested in engaging with their active group. 



cureCADASIL and
CADASIL Family 

Registry

Presenter
Presentation Notes
STThanks Juliann! I’ll give an overview of the CADASIL Family Registry, our objectives in developing it, and how it promoted data sharing with researchers, clinicians, and other patients.



cureCADASIL Family Registry
Launched in August 2015
o Longitudinal, patient-reported registry that 

collects de-identified (anonymous) personal, 
medical, and genetic test information

o Online registry, through Invitae that 
provides a secure, HIPAA-compliant way of 
collecting information while keeping the 
patient anonymous; online consent 
www.curecadasilfamilyregistry.com

o 4 surveys: Diagnosis, Family History, Medical 
Care, General Health

o Global registry in English, Spanish, 
Portuguese, German, Chinese, Japanese 
(Google translate for other languages)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
STLaunched in Aug 2015, ~100 participants joined in 2015, Grown to ~200 participants in 2016, currently has over 400 participants worldwide as of May 2019.The cureCADASIL Family Registry is a disease-specific and patient-reported registry. It includes surveys completed by patients and is not linked to medical records or physician-reported data. It collects anonymous personal data such as your age and gender, as well as medical information you choose to report and genetic test information can be uploaded by you. It is longitudinal, which means it follows patients over time by allowing participants to complete the surveys and then update them periodically.It is an online registry, that is hosted through our partner organization Invitae (formerly PatientCrossroads) that we partnered with because of their experience with over 40 registries (now >80-100 registries) mostly but not exclusively in  other rare diseases. The online platform handles the consent process for sharing de-identified survey data with other patients, as well as with cureCADASIL and other researchers. Another reason we partnered with Invitae was their CONNECT platform is free. CONNECT registries like ours include 4 non-disease specific surveys that use common data elements (CDEs) and support the adoption of the Human Phenotype Ontology (HPO) and the Orphanet Rare Disease Ontology (ORDO), facilitating the goal of data sharing. The registry is a global registry with surveys in English and 5 other languages. This is important for rare diseases or global registries where people may be located throughout the world.



Global Registry
Participation
o Over 360 patients worldwide with 

available contact information, 284 
with survey data (Talbird et al., 
2018) 

o Patients from over 15 countries
o 219 patients in the US

As of May 2019
o N = 426 worldwide

Presenter
Presentation Notes
STThe CADASIL Family Registry includes patients from over 15 countries, though most patients are predominantly in the US.



Registry Overview
Who can join?
o Adults aged 18 or older with a positive CADASIL diagnosis (either genetic diagnosis or 

medical diagnosis)
o Adults with a family history of CADASIL (at-risk but currently not diagnosed)
o Legal guardian on behalf of someone with CADASIL

How do CADASIL patients participate?
o Complete surveys and update surveys annually
o Upload genetic test results
o Benefits: See how CADASIL affects other patients, contacted about future studies

How do clinicians participate?
o Patient materials distributed to ~20 academic medical centers and ~60 physician offices 

throughout US
o Upon request, give patients a copy of genetic test results

Presenter
Presentation Notes
STDesign of the registry: In designing the registry, we knew from the beginning it would be important to include both diagnosed CADASIL patients and those at direct hereditary risk of CADASIL but not diagnosed. This was importnant for future clinical trials that may enroll at-risk individuals and offer blinded genetic testing for those who do not want to know whether or not they have CADASIL. This is a common issue in other neurological diseases, such as Huntington’s Disease or genetic forms of Alzheimers, where patients may want to participate in research but don’t wnat to know their own diagnosis status. Blinded genetic testing is often offered in these circumstances to increase enrollment, which will be a challenge for any CADASIL clinical trial due to the rarity of the disease.This design also allows for undiagnosed children to be in the registry (via their parent completing the survey) or adults with dementia or early cognitive impairments where their spouse or caregiver can complete the surveys on their behalf.Patients participate by joining the registry and completing the 4 surveys and have the option to upload their genetic test resultsWe ask CADASIL clinicians to share materials on the registry with their patients 



Why is a CADASIL Registry Important?
To collect and share valuable information on CADASIL 
o with each other and with the medical and research communities 
o in order to gain a better understanding of the disease and accelerate CADASIL research 

Accelerate research Recruitment for CADASIL studies
o cureCADASIL has successfully sped recruitment for 3 CADASIL studies to date: UCSF, 

Mayo Clinic Florida, NIH/NHLBI CADASIL Disease Discovery Study
o Inform future studies or clinical trials on meaningful patient outcomes
o Patient-reported data is being requested by the FDA more frequently

Empower patients
o Avenue to share experiences with CADASIL
o Avenue to participate in research

Presenter
Presentation Notes
STIn educating patients about a patient registry, what it is, and why it is important, data sharing is at the crux of why it is important.Research: A registry is important for sharing information on CADASIL with researchers to gain a better understanding of the disease, for recruitment for CADASIL studies, and for informing design of future clinical trials based on clinically meaningful patient outcomes.Clinicians: The registry also allows for data sharing with  the medical community, which is important for improving medical care. For example, better understanding of how patients are diagnosed, the types of clinicians they are seeing (other than neurologists), and the (long) diagnostic journey many CADASIL patients face. These all provide evidence on how they the clinical experience can be improvedPatients: Finally, and possibly most importantly, empowering patients.A registry is important for patients sharing knowledge and common experiences with each other.  Those who share their data can then view the de-identified data of other registry participants who have chosen to share. For example, the % of patients taking meds like low-dose aspirin or number of people who experience syncope or dizziness. These are all common questions we receive and answers to these common questions can be seen in the patient registry data. People want to know what symptoms others with CADASIL have or how others are managing their disease.And a registry creates a path for patients to participate in research easily and feel empowered that they are doing something to their disease.With rare diseases, there is often a feeling of isolation when you are diagnosed because you don’t know others with the disease. Being able to do something by joining a registry or participating in a study can be therapeutic and empowering



Patient Data Sharing Program Recruitment Strategies
o Patient materials
o Website, newsletters via email, social media 
o CADASILcare webinars and other unique strategies being 

considered

Presenter
Presentation Notes
ST -We found recruitment for the registry via email and social media directly to the community was effective at first but then slowed greatly.-A large effort is needed for educational materials on why a patient registry is important, why a patient would want to join, and explaining how for a given disease it is ok to join multiple patient registries. There has been a lot of confusion around this last point in particular.- without the resources (time and $) for large scale education efforts, we have shifted our focus to discussing the Registry with CADASIL clinicians, since we and they often serve as the first contact point for someone diagnosed with CADASIL.- Receiving patient materials on the Registry from their doctor has been effective in boosting patient’s confidence in the validity of the registry- Two webinars that serve as a resource on our website were created where Juliann describes the Data Sharing program and a short 2-minute webinar walking patients through how to join the program online.



Patient Data 
Sharing Program 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
STWhen we learned of the ClinGen pilot program interested in partnering with patient registries like ours, and I met Juliann, it was clear immediately this was a WIN:WIN relationship. For both ClinGen - interested in increasing recruitment of patients beyond the GenomeConnect platform but without direct access to patents - and for CADASIL and our registry with patients motivated to share data on CADASIL in any way possible to further knowledge on CADASIL or facilitate research on CADASIL but without resources to curate valuable genetic data in their medical records.



Why is Data Sharing Important?

Helps increase of understanding of 
genetic conditions. 

This may help identify possible 
interventions and treatments

Help doctors and genetic testing laboratories 
better understand genetic changes that cause 

disease. 

This can help individuals get clearer genetic 
test results and better understand their risks. 

The more information collected, the better researchers will understand how 
genes affect health and, ultimately, how best to care for patients!

Presenter
Presentation Notes
STThe benefits of data sharing through ClinGen’s pilot program had obvious benefits for CADASIL and other rare genetic diseasesWhy is Data Sharing Important?When a laboratory finds a genetic change (variant) for the first time, often little is known about itEven if a genetic variant is well understood, data sharing helps increase understanding of a condition’s features, which may help identify possible interventions and treatmentsThe more information collected, the better researchers will understand how genes affect health and, ultimately, how best to care for patientsWhy patients participate?Help clinicians, researchers, and other patients by increasing our understanding of CADASILMake a difference by helping others with CADASIL get more definitive results from genetic testingI will now pass it back to Juliann to describe more details of the program



Step 1 – Participants Choose to Participate 

Allows the GenomeConnect team to access their genetic 
and health information in their registry account. 

Their information is be de-identified and shared. 
Information shared could include: 

• Age
• Gender
• Race/ethnicity

• Health History
• Test Results
• Reason for test

Presenter
Presentation Notes
JSAs of February 2019, cureCADASIL and the GenomeConnect team began working together to give participants in the CADASIL Family Registry the option to enroll in the patient data sharing program. Participants consent to participate. The program is governed by the Geisinger institutional review board and the consent was approved by that IRB. The consent provides information about the program and that, iIf participants choose to participate in the program, they provide permission for the one of a handful of GenomeConnect team members to access their account to curate and share de-identified genetic and health information. Information that may be shared include their age, gender, race/ethnicity, health history, genetic test results, and the reason for their genetic testing.  



Step 2 – Upload a Copy of Their Genetic Test Results

If the participant has not 
already uploaded a copy of 
their genetic testing report, 

the are asked to do so. 

Genetic counselors 
review the genetic test 

results to ensure 
standardized data 

collection.

Genetic and health 
information is then 
de-identified and 

shared with publicly 
available databases 

including ClinVar

Presenter
Presentation Notes
JSOnce the participant is enrolled in the program, genetic information is obtained directly from participant uploaded genetic testing reports. If participants do not have a copy of their report, the GenomeConnect team is able to help them request one from their provider or the genetic testing laboratory. This ensures that our GenomeConnect team can collect genomic in a standardized format that can be shared publicly and be meaningful to clinicians, researchers, or genetic testing laboratories. Once the genetic data is collected, participants’ health information from their health survey and the genomic data is de-identified and shared with publicly available databases. At this time, data is shared with ClinVar, a database of genomic variants hosted by the National Center for Biotechnology Information. 



Patient Copy
NOTCH3 
c.333C>T 
Uncertain 
Result

12/18/2005

Database
NOTCH3 
c.333C>T 

Pathogenic –
Disease Causing 

1/22/2016

Database Entry from  
Reporting Lab

Participant 
Report

Email to the participant informing them there 
may be an update to their results.

Participant has opted in to updates

Presenter
Presentation Notes
JSAs part of participation in the data sharing program, individuals also have the option to receive updates about their genetic test results when there may be new information. Every time a genetic change is identified, the genetic testing laboratory assigns a classification or whether or not they think the variant will impact the gene and health. Some variants are “benign” meaning they are not thought to impact health, others are pathogenic meaning that they are thought to impact the gene, and finally some are uncertain meaning that there is not enough information to say one way or the other. Overtime, these classifications may change as we learn more about a gene and genetic variant. Policies pertaining to updating genetic testing reports and healthcare providers vary between genetic testing laboratories. Many labs may attempt to inform clinicians about classifications changes but patients may not receive this information for a number of reasons. For example, a patient may move and their contact information on file may not longer be correct. Additionally, the increasing number of variants that are detected may hinder laboratory’s ability to provide updates to providers. Through the data sharing program, the participant has the option to receive updates like this. IIf the data sharing program team learns that the participants report is out of date compared to the genetic testing lab’s current classification, this is information we would pass along to interested participants. For instance, if the laboratory reported a NOTCH3 genetic change to a CADASIL Family Registry Participant in 2005 and reported it as uncertain but now says that variant is pathogenic, we would inform the participant via email if they opted to receive updates. The email would inform them that there may be an update to their results and would direct them back to their healthcare provider or a provider in their area to review this further and obtain an updated report if they had not already received one. From speaking with Sandra, a confusing message patients hear when they are diagnosed is that many are told it is not certain whether they have CADASIL. Technically, this means they have variant of unknown significance, meaning it is unclear if their specific genetic variant is pathogenic or disease causing because little is known about. But patients end up confused and uncertain. The ability to choose to be informed if more is learned about their specific variant through the ClinGen program is another more direct benefit that resonates with patients confused about their diagnosis.



The GenomeConnect team and CureCADASIL 
take privacy seriously.  As a result, there are a 
number of safeguards to protect privacy.

• HIPAA and FISMA compliant registry 
platform

• IRB governed consent and data sharing
• Only de-identified data is shared

What about Privacy Concerns? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
JSWith data sharing, one area of consideration and discussion is privacy. The GenomeConnect team as well as cureCADASIL take privacy seriously. As a result, there are several protections in place. First, the registry platform is both HIPAA compliant and FISMA (Federal Information Security Management Act of 2002) compliant meaning that there are security measures in place to protect the data stored in the registry. The data sharing program is goverened by Geisinger’s institutional review board and only those included in the IRB have access to identifiable data to prepare it for data sharing. Finally, data that is shared is de-identified meaning that any identifiers such as name, date of birth, or contact information such as email are removed before data is shared. 



Presenter
Presentation Notes
JSSince many genetic changes are rare, it is possible that participants could be one of only a few people in the world, or the only person, with a particular genetic change.  We inform participants that, the more widely they share their genetic and health information, the greater the possibility that they could be identified based on this alone.  We believe the risk of being identified through sharing your individual information is LOW, but it is not impossible, particularly if participants have directly their specific genetic information  with others.  If for any reason someone were to identify a participant, a Federal law, called the Genetic Information Nondiscrimination Act, has been put in place to protect them against discrimination by health insurance companies, group health plans, and most (but not all) employers.  Currently, no federal legislation is in place to cover discrimination by life, disability, or long-term insurance carriers.  There are also state-specific laws although laws in each individual state dedicated to genetic information, privacy, and nondiscrimination vary. 



Other Data Sharing Considerations 

o Changing landscape of data sharing 
regulations 

o Options to share data for a relative or 
deceased family member

Presenter
Presentation Notes
JS Transition to ST for bullet 2The landscape of privacy regulations is ever-changing and the patient data sharing program team is working to adapt to  For example, in May 2018, the General Data Protection Regulation or GDPR went into effect in the European Union. This regulation has altered our ability to share data from EU residents for the time being. We are actively working to address theses new regulations. In the interim, participants in CureCADASIL can enroll in data sharing. Their data will not be processed and shared at this time, however. This highlights that data sharing is ever changing and that groups that engage in sharing will need to continue to address additional regulations and governance. STThanks Juliann. The GDPR regulation was certainly a challenge that we (cureCADASIL) as the patient organization were happy for Invitae and Geisinger to handle without our involvement. For both the Registry and the ClinGen data sharing program. Other considerations that have come up from the CADASIL patient/family perspective is the ability to share data on behalf of a deceased family member or as a proxy for one’s dependent. We realized the ability to do this was important for the CADASIL community because many people are hesitant to be diagnosed, or once diagnosed with CADASIL, do not want to think about their condition. As I explained earlier, for many in our community it is often their spouse or their child who learns about the patient registry and joins on behalf of the person with CADASIL. Invitae had encountered this issue for other registries for rare pediatric diseases requiring parents/guardians to join on behalf of children, but consent forms needed to be written more broadly for our Registry and the ClinGen Program to allow data sharing on behalf of a deceased family member or spouse or adult child who joined on behalf of a CADASIL patient.



The cureCADASIL Family 
Registry launched the 

program in February 2019
Data as of May 2019

Presenter
Presentation Notes
STSince we launched the ClinGen Data sharing program through the CADASIL Family Registry in February of this year, we have been pleased with the initial response. But similar to when we launched the registry over 3 years ago, enrollment has slowed and somewhat plateued. As of May, 2019 there were 31 registry participants enrolled in the data sharing program. This is a significant NUMBER for a rare disease like CADASIL, but represents a small PERCENTAGE (only 7%) of registry participants who have joined.



Compared to 30% of 
participants in 

GenomeConnect that have 
uploaded their report. 

Data as of May 2019

Presenter
Presentation Notes
ST then transition back to JSOnce enrolled in the ClinGen study, 52% of the 31 patients uploaded their genetic testing report. These data speak to some of the challenges that are common to clinical research and survey research in terms of both enrollment and responses rates.  One major challenge has been patient’s having a copy of their genetic test report. I would estimate up to almost half of patients - tell us that they don’t have a copy of their genetic test result either because they were never given it or they lost it. cureCADASIL has developed materials to help patients request a copy of their genetic test, records from large labs, such as Athena, or a doctor’s office but it is still a challenge due to the time required and logisitics involved. The ClinGen team offers to help patients request a copy of genetic test results, which is another benefit to patients. Through this effort, the response rate has been higher with 52% of patients in our registry compared with 30% in the GenomeConnect registry uploading their genetic test.This partnership has been eye opening to how motivated patients with rare diseases, like CADASIL, are to participate in research.



Data as of May 2019

Presenter
Presentation Notes
JSIn terms of data sharing, the 16 participants that uploaded their genetic testing report have enabled us to share 15 unique genetic variants in the NOTCH3 gene in the few short months since the program was launched. Of those, a third were novel to the publicly available database. Although this number may seem small, there are only 300 NOTCH3 variants in the database to begin with. Adding even 5 novel variants is valuable!For the 10 variants that were submitted previously, the submission from the CADASIL Family Registry participant added more detailed health information to the submission. 



Patient Copy
NOTCH3 
c.333C>T 
Uncertain 
Result

12/18/2005

2 participant reports are 
out of date compared to 

the genetic testing 
laboratory’s current

classification NEW 
UPDATE

Data as of May 2019

Presenter
Presentation Notes
JSOf the 10 variants that had been submitted to the registry previously, 2 were out of date compared to the genetic testing laboratory’s current submission to the database. In both cases the variant was classified as uncertain on the participant report and is now classified as pathogenic. Both participants have opted to receive updates and, as a result, we will share this potential update with them via email and direct them back to their healthcare provider.  



1. The GenomeConnect team at ClinGen is working with advocacy groups including 
CureCADASIL to offer patients a structured way to share their genetic and health 
information.
o This data can be used to inform our understanding of genetic variants, genes, and genetic 

conditions. Ultimately, the goal is to improve patient care!

2. From our experience so far with data sharing from the CADASIL Family Registry, we have 
learned: 
o Patients are an important source of novel genomic data. 33% of variants shared from 

CureCADASIL participants have not been shared with the database before. 
o Participating in data sharing gives patients the option receive up to date variant 

interpretation with two updates already identified. 

Conclusions

Presenter
Presentation Notes
JS/ Possible ST
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